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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a corpus-based Chinese speech

synthesis method, which can produce Chinese speech

with the style of original speaker who records the

corpus. There are two major problems in speech

synthesis based on corpus. First, what contents should

be kept in the corpus? Second, given a target sentence,

how to select the synthesis units in corpus? Focusing

on these two questions, we present our solution.

1.INTRODUCTION
Now, it is not so difficult to synthesize Chinese speech

with high naturalness using limited number of

instances for each elemental unit, but the synthesized

speech usually loses the speaking style of the speaker

who records these instances. The two reasons for this

problem are analyzed as below. First, the instances of

the elemental units are often got from non-sense

words that are designed especially. So, the prosody of

these instances are different from that of actual speech.

Second, the knowledge about the prosody of actual

speech is not enough, so the target prosody produced

by prosody production module in speech synthesis

system is different from actual speech. Because the

naturalness and speech style of Chinese are

determined mainly by speech prosody, these two

differences make the synthesized speech lose the

origin style.

With the improvement of the computing power and

the memory capacity of computer, large speech corpus

can be used in TTS system directly. For each type of

elemental unit, this large corpus may contain several

instances of different prosody environments. We can

avoid the first difference referred above because all

these instances can be got from actual speech.

Because the prosody environment is decided by the

context, We can describe the unit prosody features by

its context. So, we needn’t predict the target prosody

parameters directly, and can avoid the second

difference. Therefore, it is an efficient method to

synthesize speech with speaker style by large speech

corpus.

There are two problems in the corpus-based method:

First, what should the corpus include? Second, how to

select the required synthesis units in the corpus for a

target sentence to be synthesize? This paper presents

our solution in detail.

2.CORPUS DESIGN
2.1Prosody Environment

Generally speaking, texts to be used should includes

abundant prosody information due to that natures

speech is needed for constructing corpus. As the most

authoritative and comprehensive paper in China,

People Daily is the most suitable to be compared with

other speech texts.

Since Chinese is a tonal language, the Chinese

syllables are distinguished by their tone. There are

only about 1300 syllables with tone in Chinese. They

are often used as elementary units in Chinese speech

synthesis [1][2]. The context that determine the unit



prosody environment includes the prosody word (PW)

where the unit is in, the prosody phrase (PP) where

the PW is in, and the breath group (BG) where the PP

is in, etc.., The inter-influence of the syllables is great

in the same PW, but it is unimportant between

different words. The F0 contour of the same word in

different PP and BG will be similar, but its range and

integrity may be different. The F0 contours of all PWs

in the sentence comprise the F0 contour of sentence.

That is, the F0 contour of the PW is modulated on the

intonation of sentence. This idea has been approved

and applied to Chinese synthesis successfully [3].

Based on this idea, we proposed that the influence of

the PW on prosody environment could be taken into

account after using tone sandhi rules that have been

accepted generally [4], and the four tonemes of mono-

syllable are extended to 16 tonemes. So, We need to

find out as many different cases about different

syllables with extended tonemes in PP and BG. as

many as possible, after which we take all needed

context into consideration.

2.2 Corpus Preparation

The People Daily is used as source text. It is

converted to sentence corpus first. Each sentence is

parsed by text-processing module of our previous TTS

system [5], and converted into phonetic string. The

homographs in the sentence are manually checked.

The phonetic string is scored according to the new

information as for the syllables with the extended

tonemes in each sentence by tone sandhi rules. When

its score is above the threshold, the corresponding

sentence is selected into the text corpus with its

previous and next sentences, forming a short

paragraph, and the syllable information database is

modified according to the phonetic string. The

threshold and termination condition are set manually.

The block diagrams of corpus design is showed on

Fig.1.

Figure 1. Block diagrams of corpus design

Finally, we get 500 paragraphs. A female speaker with

broadcasting experience is asked to read these texts in

her normal speaking style. The recorded signal is

sampled at 16kHz and quantized at 16bit. So, a female

speech corpus of 137M bytes is accomplished.

2.3 Labeling and Index

The labeling of corpus includes segmentation and

prosody labeling, The position of each syllable in

speech file is decided by the former; while the

prosody structure is decided by the latter. The prosody

structure is divided into three levels from lower to

upper: PW, PP, BG.

After the segmentation and labeling, the F0 parameter

is gotten by the software of ESPS. For each syllable,

an index is built to get its information by combining

its prosody structure and segmentation position with

F0 parameter. The content of the index is described as

following.

� Position information (beginning, ending and

INITIAL-FINAL boundary position in speech file);

� Prosody parameters information (F0 value of

beginning, ending, maximum and minimum);

�Prosodic structure information (the name of current,

preceding and next syllable with extended tone, the

position of current syllable in PW, the position of the

PW in the PP, the position of PP in BG). All these
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positions are classified into 4 types: head, end, middle

and single.

There are also two F0 values in the index: the ending

F0 value of the preceding syllable in the same PW

(PrePitchEnd) and the beginning F0 value of the next

syllable in the same PW (NexPitchBeg). Either of

which is set to 0 if the syllable is the first (for

PrePitchEnd) or the last (for NextPitchBeg) in the PW.

All the F0 values in the index are normalized

according to the speaker’s pitch range (60Hz-380Hz).

3.UNIT SELECTION
The name of each syllable unit and its extended tone

will be acquired after the text analysis with tone

snadhi rules for the given target sentence is carried out.

Then synthesized speech is gotten after the speech

segments are selected and concatenated. The process

is divided into two stages: selection for candidate unit

and selection for synthesis unit.

3.1 Selection for Candidate Unit

In this stage, for each target syllable, at most ten units

are selected out as candidates to be used in next stage.

These units are searched in the instances with the

same syllable name and extended tone as that of the

object unit in corpus.

An instance is selected out as a candidate unit if it has

the same positions of PP and BG as that of the target.

In order to get appropriate candidate as many as

possible, the pitch range of extended tone in different

circumstance is gained with statistical method. When

the pitch range of an instance coincides with the

statistical result, it is also selected out even if it does

not have the same positions of PP and BG as that of

the object’s.

3.2 Selection for Synthesis Unit

A big lattice is formed after the candidates are

selected out, which comprises several small lattices.

The small lattice is formed by the candidates whose

corresponding targets belong to the same PP.

The concatenation cost of the two consecutive

candidates in the same small lattice is calculated by

using the PrePitchEnd and NexPitchBeg in the index.

The method is shown in Fig.2. 7
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Figure 2. Block diagrams of Concatenation Cost

Calculation design

There are two costs are used to calculate the

concatenation cost: forward cost and backward cost,

which are defined as following equations.

)(_ 1 ii PitchBeggNexPitchBeAbsCostForward −= −

)(Pr_ 1−−= ii PitchEndePitchEndAbsCostBackward

The concatenation cost between unit I and I-1 is

calculated as the sum of these two costs.

Function Abs() is used to get absolute value. When

two candidates are adjoining in the speech file, the

concatenation cost between them is set to 0. Using the

Viterbi algorithm, we can get the candidate path in

each small lattice. All these paths of the small lattices

form the final path of the whole large lattice. The units

of this path are selected from corpus and then

synthesize the speech expected.

We haven’t made formal test because this method is

still being perfected. But the informal test shows that

the synthesized speech has not only high naturalness,

but also the style of original speaker.

4.EVALUATION
To observe the synthesis result, this system is

compared with KD-2000 Chinese TTS system in

naturalness. KD-2000 is a totally new system after

consummating synthesis method and text analysis,

which is based on KD-863.(Actually the two systems

adapt the same text analysis method).In our informal



evaluation, the naturalness of KD2000 is 3.8 while

that of KD-863 is 3.0.

Three texts totally different in content were used to

ensure fairness and squareness. They are prose, sports

report and political editorial respectively. Both of the

two systems were adapted when synthesizing the three

texts. Five persons who had not any knowledge about

these systems before were selected to evaluate the

synthesized speech by sentences.

Such a method was used that every listener get the

evaluation result which focuses on naturalness after

hearing the synthesized speech The result is as

follows:

Essay Sports
report

Political

editorial

Corpus-
based
System

71% 76% 83%

KD-2000
System

29% 24% 17%

Table1: comparison between Corpus-based System

and KD-2000 System

Seen from the above data, we can draw such a

conclusion that this system is superior to KD-2000 in

naturalness. Moreover, speech synthesized by this

system is better in naturalness than other texts such as

prose and sports report in political editorial. We

attribute it to that the political editorial is selected

from People Daily which have more texts like this. So

we can improve the naturalness in whole through

enlarging corpus size about other aspects.

5.DISCUSSION

The rapid development of modern computer

technology makes it possible to record large corpus

for the research in the fields of phonetics and prosody.

The concatenation method can produce speech with

high intelligence. So, the waveform concatenation

based on corpus becomes a quick and convenient

method to get synthesized speech with high

naturalness. This paper just focuses on this aspect.

There are still two unknown issues remained. On the

one hand, we can not find out the reason for the bad

outcome at some positions: whether it is because that

there does not exist a suitable unit in our corpus or

that it exists but we can not find it out. On the other

hand, if there still exists a more suitable unit at

positions with good outcome. These two issues have

close relation not only with the corpus design but also

with the algorithm of unit selection. With the

development of the research on these problems, we

will get better synthesis result.
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